
Microsoft 365 

Business 
A fully integrated teamwork solution for SMB 

 

Employees spend 

80% 
of their time on 

collaborative work 

A workplace set up for the way you work. 

The amount of time employees spend engaged in “collaborative” 

work—in meetings, on phone calls, or answering emails—has 

increased by 50% over the past two decades, and now takes up 

80% or more of employees’ time. 

As employee teams increasingly span across roles and regions, it 

is more important than ever to enable all team members to 

collaborate effectively. 

 

Can you answer yes to these 5 questions? 
 

Does your 

business share 

information 

effectively? 

Can you predict 

customer needs 

and deploy your 

employees to 

respond quickly? 

Can you safely 

share data with 

external suppliers 

and contractors? 

Have you started 

taking steps to 

modernize your 

business? 

Can you respond to 

new information 

about your 

operations to make 

timely decisions? 
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You're not alone if you can't answer "yes" to all 5 questions. Many organizations find it hard to deliver a rich, dynamic 

collaboration experience that is also secure. 

 

As a Microsoft partner, we can help 

 

 

We can help your business access built-in security and manageability with Microsoft 365 

Business, tailor your workspace to include the apps and services you need, and 

communicate smoothly through chat to keep your teams in the know. 



Focus on creativity and teamwork, find new ways  

to solve problems 
 

Included in Office 365 and Microsoft 365 Business, Microsoft Teams give customers simplified access to the information 

they need to get work done. 
 

   

   
   

Effective file storage  

and sharing 

Continuous and  

integrated chat 

Online meetings  

and calls 
 

Work better together  

across devices,  

anytime, anywhere 

 

 

Simply chat with teammates  

to share information  

when you need to 

 

 

Easily schedule meetings,  

take notes, share screens,  

and upload files 

 

 

Why choose Microsoft 365 Business? 
• Offers a simple, complete teamwork solution for customers of all sizes 

• Reduces maintenance and management costs  

• Enables integrated file sharing, communications, and information access      

 

Why choose us? 
As your partner, we will provide the guidance, recommendations, and best practices to keep your business data safe 

from both internal and external threats with a simple, cost-effective solution. 

 
• We’ve been providing organisations of all shapes and sizes with lightning fast, people focused IT
  support and expertise since 2009.
 
• Our Office 365 experts can advise and guide organisations to understand, plan, deploy, develop and
  exploit Microsoft Teams.
 
• Offloading your Office 365 end-user support and maintenance to us allows you to concentrate on
  what’s important to you.
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